The sample for LESSON III shows the border of carpet warp on 24/2 cotton at 36 ends per inch. This warp material is not recommended as it requires too close a warp setting for the 2-harness loom. Use 20/2 cotton set at 30.

The linen sample shows blended stripes as described in LESSON V for towel borders. The warp is 40/2 linen sleyed 2, 1, alternately in a 15-dent reed to give a warp setting of 22½ ends per inch. The weft is 7/1 linen, a good weight for hand towels.

Both samples have been washed and ironed. The cottons are from Lily Mills Co, Shelby, N C. The 7/1 linen is from the Davis Cordage Company line spun by the Salem Linen Mills from Oregon grown flax.
WEAVE AT HOME

Learn world's oldest, most useful and honoured craft with a "NILEC"
#14 GOLDEN RULE LOOM

TWO-HARNESS TABLE MODEL LOOM
14" WEAVING SPACE
YOUR DREAM COME TRUE!! This little gem of a loom, named "NILEC", has just been put on the market by NILUS LECLERC INC. To see it is to want it.

Learn to weave on a "NILEC" simply by following the instruction booklet supplied with each loom. In no time you will be weaving the finest fabrics of all kinds.

The "NILEC" can weave any fabric up to 14” wide, in any technique possible on a two-harness loom. Your friends will be delighted with a gift you weave yourself so surprise them with a scarf, necktie, evening bag, towel or some novelty item on their next birthday.

The "NILEC" is especially made for you who wish a relaxing and pleasant, even profitable, hobby. It fits in well with any craft programs in schools, hospitals, summer camps, etc.

This little two-harness loom operates with a crank at the top, the harnesses sliding in grooves. It can be set up by the same method as used in the larger models and is therefore excellent for a beginners loom. It is equipped with 240 of the standard 9” wire heddles and a standard 4 3/4”, 15 dent steel reed. More heddles may be added and reeds of all sizes are available.

Additional equipment includes one draw-in hook, two flat shuttles and canvas aprons for the beams. The loom itself is solidly constructed of red birch with bass wood harnesses, cast iron wheels and steel dogs.

Get yours for only $24.85

F.O.B. New York, N. Y.
Shipping Wt.: 17 pounds
ORDER TODAY
Also Available in KIT FORM
See Back Cover
Your teen age boys and girls will enjoy working on this loom and so will develop their artistic skills. Don't forget it's a wonderful hobby for everyone.

#14 GOLDEN RULE LOOM KIT

Loom ready warped nothing to do but start weaving. All the materials included to complete 4 place mats with LINEN also step by step instructions.

Price: $34.50 F.O.B., N. Y.

Shipping Wt.: 18 pounds

Free instruction BULLETINS included with this loom Sold by

The Shuttle Craft Guild
Virginia City, Montana

Address after November 1, 1953

The Shuttle Craft Guild
Kelseyville, California